1. **Objectives of the PPP Computation Task Force**
   - Proposed TORs and Work Modalities

2. **Validation**
   - Economic validation of prices (guidelines for validation)
   - Validating core list prices
     - Within region validation
     - Global validation across regions
     - Global validation of core prices in regional currencies
   - PPP validation at basic heading level
     - Basic heading regional aggregation comparing PPPs for regional vs. core baskets
     - Basic heading PPPs global level
     - Basic heading PPPs global level obtained by two stage process from between region PPPs times within region PPPs
       - Validation of aggregated PPP
     - PLS at each level and the GDP—global vs. two-stage aggregation
     - Variability of indirect PPPs—global vs. two stage aggregation
       - Importance

3. **Documentation of 2005 linking to guide 2011 linking**
   - Review of step by step linking process of 2005 results
   - Discussion of how the steps would change if applying a similar linking process in 2011 but using Core data instead of Ring data

4. **Computation Task Force Work Program**

* Meeting is scheduled to be held from 16:00 to 18:00 on the first day of the Technical Advisory Group Meeting*